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Abstract
This contribution is concerned with the business value of Radio Frequency

Identification (RFID) technology in retail. We present a case study of an RFID

project at Galeria Kaufhof, a subsidiary of Metro Group and one of the largest
department store chains in Europe. The project encompasses a variety of RFID

applications at the intersection of store logistics and customer service. The

contribution that our study makes to the literature is threefold. First,
we describe an innovative large-scale trial that goes beyond what was done

in earlier projects in several respects. The most fundamental difference from

previous trials is the full integration of RFID event data with point-of-sale (POS)
and master data, which for the first time offers the retailer the opportunity to

directly observe and analyse physical in-store processes. Second, the hetero-

geneity of RFID applications implemented by Kaufhof allows us to theorise

about the effects that RFID may have on business processes from an IT value
perspective. We develop a conceptual model to explain the different cause-

and-effect chains between RFID investments and their impact on firm

performance, the role of complementary and contextual factors, and the
difficulty of assessing these impacts using objective performance measures.

Third, we compare the case to a prior trial conducted by Kaufhof about 5 years

earlier. The differences between the lessons that the company learned
in the two projects illustrate the impact of technological advances and

standardisation efforts in recent years on managerial perceptions of RFID

business value, which allows for the derivation of a number of useful

implications for practice.
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Introduction
Automatic identification technologies have become omnipresent in
today’s retail operations (Manthou & Vlachopoulo, 2001; Wyld, 2006).
In particular, the introduction of barcodes and the UCC/EAN numbering
system for consumer products more than 35 years ago fundamentally
changed the industry and laid the foundation for several novel supply
chain concepts, such as direct store delivery, continuous replenishment,
and vendor-managed inventories (Nelson, 2001). Despite the initial cost
concerns of grocery retailers, suppliers, and distributors in the 1970s,
industry-wide acceptance was eventually achieved by setting the focus on
a strong business case based on ‘hard’ and quantified benefits, which were
likely to quickly result in a positive return on investment (Hicks, 1975;
Pommer et al., 1980; Brown, 1997; Haberman, 2001).
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In contrast, the growing interest in the use of Radio
Frequency Identification (RFID) on the part of the retail
industry today has sparked an intense debate in academia
and in practice regarding the benefits to be expected.
Retail giants in the U.S. and Europe have made many
efforts to convince suppliers, logistics service providers,
and companies from other industries of the positive
impact of RFID on supply chain performance. Presumably
the most prominent and best-publicised example has
been Metro Group’s so-called ‘Future Store Initiative’,
which encompasses various pilot implementations and a
test lab open to the public. Some retailers such as Wal-
Mart and Target have also decided to issue mandates that
gave major suppliers deadlines after which retailers will
refuse to accept non-RFID-tagged deliveries.

However, there is some indication that the initial
enthusiasm about RFID has at least partly given way to a
more disillusioned assessment (Lacy, 2005; The Econo-
mist, 2007). Often-voiced concerns regard issues including
unclear benefits, prohibitive technology costs, and ques-
tions about cost-sharing among supply chain partners.
Sceptics also point to the fact that there is little practical
experience and research that substantiate the benefits of
RFID as compared to existing solutions (Sheffi, 2004).
Cachon (quoted by Wharton, 2005) notes that ‘the hope
and expectation among many people is that being able to
track every unit of inventory in every location of the
supply chain will somehow magically make inventory
management go to the next level’. Woods (2004) even
concludes that ‘much of the enthusiasm for RFID tagging
projects came from a fundamental misunderstanding of
the state-of-the-art in data collection technologies’. Aside
from economic considerations, an additional issue has
emerged in that consumers perceive RFID as a risk to their
personal privacy (Günther & Spiekermann, 2005; Thiesse,
2007). As a result, the overall adoption rate for RFID is still
rather slow (Vijayaraman & Osyk, 2006; Brown & Bakhru,
2007; Lee & Shim, 2007; Leimeister et al., 2007; Edwards,
2008; Shih et al., 2008).

On the academic front, several publications have
dealt with the application of RFID in organisations via
empirical as well as analytical methods (Sellitto et al.,
2007; Ngai et al., 2008b; Thiesse & Condea, 2009). The
use cases described therein are located along the whole
supply chain, from manufacturer to end consumer,
with claimed benefits ranging from time and personnel
cost savings and stock-out prevention to increased
customer satisfaction and product safety. Where past
investigations have been limited, however, is regarding
a more theoretical perspective on the linkage between
RFID investments, impacts on business processes, orga-
nisational capabilities and contextual factors, and firm
performance in the RFID-specific value creation process.
While many authors have discussed the outcomes that
could potentially be achieved with the help of RFID,
the efforts to explain and conceptualise these outcomes
against the background of prior research on the business
value of IT are sparse and scattered across IS, operations

management, and other disciplines. In particular, the
value of RFID data integration – in contrast to isolated
operational efficiency gains, which have been considered
in virtually any publication on RFID in the past years – is
an area that is still under-researched.

We follow Thatcher & Pingry (2007), who argue that
IT investments must be evaluated in their respective
contexts, for example, the type of IT in which the
firm invests or the market structure in which the firm
competes. The context of our study is the use of RFID
technology in the apparel retail industry. We report
findings from the case study of a project at Galeria
Kaufhof, a subsidiary of Metro Group and one of the
largest department store chains in Europe. Kaufhof
has been known for many years for its role as an early
adopter of RFID in the supply chain due to a series
of well-publicised feasibility tests conducted in 2003
(Loebbecke & Palmer, 2006a; Loebbecke, 2007a; Loeb-
becke & Huyskens, 2008). However, only recently has the
company also started a large-scale trial to implement
many of the RFID applications that have so far only been
speculated about in one of its stores in Essen, Germany.
While the majority of researchers in the field consider the
use of RFID for the identification of logistical units such
as containers and palettes along the supply chain, the
case allows us to extend the research focus on the rather
novel issue of item-level tracking from the distribution
centre to the POS using a fine-meshed and integrated
RFID data collection infrastructure. This study setting
promises new insights into the value of RFID that go
beyond the findings from prior studies. Based on our
analysis, we discuss both theoretical propositions regard-
ing the value of RFID and lessons learned from a
practitioner’s point of view.

The remainder of the article is organised as follows. The
next section provides an overview of related works on the
business value of IT in general and, specifically, the value
of RFID in the retail industry. The third section describes
our research methodology, and we continue with the case
study of Kaufhof’s item-level trial. The article closes with
a discussion of research implications, managerial impli-
cations, and opportunities for further research.

Prior research on RFID value

Research on the business value of IT
The business value of IT is one of the classic issues in the
IS field. The objective of this research stream is to develop
a deeper understanding of the value of IT investments
with regard to various performance measures including
productivity, profitability, competitive advantage, cost
reduction, and others (Bharadwaj et al., 1999; Devaraj &
Kohli, 2003; Kohli & Hoadley, 2006). Early studies in
the 1980s and the 1990s predominantly focused on
the economy (Bender, 1986; Roach, 1987), industry
(Bresnahan, 1986; Morrison & Berndt, 1990), or firm
level (Weill, 1992; Loveman, 1994; Brynjolfsson &
Hitt, 1996). The findings from this research are rather
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inconclusive, with results ranging from negative to
positive as well as neutral or bi-modal returns from
IT (Mukhopadhyay et al., 1995; Melville et al., 2004;
Thatcher & Pingry, 2007; Pare et al., 2008).

In order to resolve these inconsistencies, several
researchers have advocated a shift in the analytical
focus to a more granular level and a refinement of the
operationalisation of performance variables (Barua et al.,
1995; Ravichandran & Lertwongsatien, 2005). This
‘process-oriented view’ argues that more convincing
evidence of IT business value is to be expected from
investigations of IT impacts on individual business
processes or inter-process linkages (Segars et al., 1998;
Tallon et al., 2000; Li et al., 2009). In their attempt to
theorise the causal chain between IT impacts and IT
expenditure as well as organisational performance, Soh &
Markus (1995) develop a model that comprises an IT
conversion process, an IT use process, and a competitive
process. Studies that assess the relationship between the
IT spending and process level outcomes have been
conducted by Barua et al. (1995), Mukhopadhyay et al.
(1995,1997), Shin (1997), Cotteleer & Bendoly (2006),
Kohli & Hoadley (2006), and Radhakrishnan et al. (2008).
The range of process variables used therein encompasses
inventory levels, capacity utilisation, quality measures,
and many others. A generalised framework of IT-induced
effects on operational and management processes was
proposed by Mooney et al. (1996).

Other researchers emphasise the importance of specific
IT capabilities in realising the impacts desired from the
so-called ‘resource-based view’ (RBV) from strategic man-
agement literature. According to the RBV, competitive
advantage is obtained on the basis of corporate resources
that are firm-specific, valuable, rare, imperfectly imitable,
and not strategically substitutable by others (Barney,
1991). Grant (1991) additionally distinguishes between
resources and capabilities. While from this perspective, IT
is merely an undifferentiated resource, long-term compe-
titive advantage is not created unless firms use such
resources to create higher-order organisational capabilities
(Mata et al., 1995; Santhanam & Hartono, 2003; Wade &
Hulland, 2004; Zhu, 2004; Rai et al., 2006; Aral & Weill,
2007; Zhu et al., 2009). Bharadwaj (2000) presents an
empirical study to test the relationship between IT
capabilities and firm performance by comparing the
financial performance of IT leaders to those of other firms.
Furthermore, some authors note that IT-related resources
and capabilities can affect firm performance only when
they are deployed in combination with other firm
resources that enhance their value or effect (Ravichandran
& Lertwongsatien, 2005). Investigations into the different
types of IT resources and capabilities were presented by
Wade & Hulland (2004) and Bhatt & Grover (2005). Ray
et al. (2005) provide an empirical study of IT impacts on
the customer service process that combines the process-
oriented and the RBVs. A model that aims to integrate
the various strands of research was proposed by Melville
et al. (2004).

Research on the value of RFID in retail
The impact of RFID on supply chain performance has
been discussed in a large number of white papers
and articles in trade journals in recent years. Examples
that specifically enumerate the benefits in retail stores are
the reports by PwC Consulting (2002), Accenture (2003),
A.T. Kearney (2004), and GCI (2005). Many of these first
publications were prepared in the context of standardisa-
tion consortia such as the Auto-ID Center, an industry-
sponsored project at MIT in the years 1999–2003;
others were commissioned by industry organisations,
for example, the Grocery Manufacturers of America
(GMA). Although these sources might serve as a valuable
foundation for understanding the industry’s interest
in RFID, the vast majority of such publications suffer
from what Dutta et al. (2007) call a ‘credibility gap’ – that
is, most of the existing estimates are not substantiated
and are at best educated guesses.

The growing interest in RFID technology is also
reflected in a considerable number of related contribu-
tions in academic journals and conference proceedings
(Ngai et al., 2008b). Many of the first papers on RFID
technology are general review articles that discuss
the technological characteristics of RFID, applications to
the retail supply chain, and implementation challenges.
Often-cited examples are the works by Kärkkäinen &
Holmström (2002), McFarlane & Sheffi (2003), Jones et al.
(2004), Srivastava (2004), Angeles (2005), and Bose & Pal
(2005). Various researchers also conducted surveys to
measure managers’ perceptions of RFID benefits (Koh
et al., 2006; Vijayaraman & Osyk, 2006; Brown & Russell,
2007; Moon & Ngai, 2008; Uhrich et al., 2008). Other
empirical studies have concentrated specifically on one
or more cases of RFID implementation. Based on an
RFID trial at Sainsbury’s, Kärkkäinen (2003) discusses
the technology’s potential in the supply chain of short
shelf-life products. Loebbecke & Palmer (2006a) and
Loebbecke (2007a) investigate a 5-month trial by Kaufhof
and Gerry Weber, a fashion goods manufacturer, and
describe the observed operational benefits. Loebbecke
(2007b) studies the use of RFID and other technologies in
Metro’s first Future Store. Wamba et al. (2008) provide a
study of the benefits of the EPC Network – a network
architecture for RFID data-sharing – in a beverage supply
chain.

Only a few researchers so far have investigated the
question of how to measure the impact of RFID on
business processes. The case study by Delen et al. (2007)
considers material handling processes in a distribution
centre and a retail store. The authors identify a number
of performance metrics that can be computed from RFID
data and provide some real-world examples. Bottani &
Rizzi (2008) examine a three-echelon FMCG supply
chain. They assess the economical suitability of RFID
for each player under different integration scenarios.
Bendavid et al. (2007) attempt to track horizontal and
vertical key performance indicators in order to assess the
impacts of RFID on a five-layer supply chain. Based on
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the same case example, Wamba & Bendavid (2008) use
process simulations to analyse the impact of RFID on
store inventory management. Veeramani et al. (2008)
present a framework and a spreadsheet model for
assessing the value of RFID implementation by tier-one
suppliers to major retailers. Similarly, Luo et al. (2008)
present a framework for RFID technology analysis
including several different value metrics. Sellitto et al.
(2007) identify information quality attributes associated
with RFID along the supply chain; based on a review of
the literature, they conclude that RFID adoption leads to
enhanced organisational responsiveness through im-
proved decision-making capabilities.

A comprehensive overview of RFID-induced supply
chain visibility from an operations management perspec-
tive was given by Lee & Özer (2007). Other authors have
focused their analytical research into RFID benefits
specifically on the phenomenon of inventory inaccura-
cies that might be caused, for instance, by product
misplacements or shrinkage. Works by Fleisch & Tell-
kamp (2005), de Kok et al. (2007), Heese (2007), Kök &
Shang (2007), and Rekik et al. (2007, 2008) are examples
of this research stream, which aims to quantify the
potential for improvement that can be attained through
the elimination of inaccuracies. Wong & McFarlane
(2007) provide a qualitative analysis of the main
determinants of suboptimal replenishment performance.
The authors consider the structure of the traditional
process and discuss opportunities for improvement using
RFID, such as the automatic monitoring of stock levels
and product movements as well as the automatic
compilation of pick lists on mobile devices. Lee et al.
(2004) and Thiesse et al. (2007) both use simulation
models to investigate the effects of the redesign of the
shelf replenishment process. Gaukler et al. (2007) exam-
ine the benefits of full replenishment efficiency in the
case of shrinkage, misplacements, and other execution
errors. Yao et al. (2007) and Szmerekovaky & Zhang
(2008) specifically analyse the effect of RFID-based
continuous review policies in a vendor-managed inven-
tory system.

Research gap
As Kohli & Grover (2008) note using the example of RFID,
IT – unlike other innovations – not only collects and
processes but also generates information, which gives
businesses the ability to incessantly assess and reinvent
themselves. Loebbecke & Palmer (2006a) find that only
‘few examples of creative uses of RFID data are available
yet, but are sure to arise’. Sellitto et al. (2007) conjecture
that RFID might foster the development of a firm’s
capability to interpret and utilise the information
collected by the technology. A similar view is taken
by Tajima (2007), who proposes that RFID may become
a source of competitive advantage if companies under-
stand how to utilise the captured data to develop new
products and services. However, to quote Leonardi
(2007), ‘the role information plays in organisational

change is often under-theorised and ITs are treated as
if they were just technologies, receiving no special
attention’. Despite the considerable number of related
works, very few authors have so far empirically
investigated the benefits of large RFID installations in
productive use. In particular, an issue that has attracted
little attention on the part of researchers is the value
of RFID data integration. Moreover, we see a general
shortcoming of prior works in the fact that these
either provide no theoretical perspective on RFID value
at all or operate using fuzzily defined terms and
constructs that are not related to already existing theory
in the area (see Table 1). The works by Whitaker et al.
(2007), Tzeng et al. (2008), and Wamba et al. (2008)
are the only RFID-related papers we are aware of that
explicitly reference the IT value literature, with the
second being the only one that derives any theoretical
propositions. However, the study by Tzeng et al. (2008) is
limited to the healthcare domain, and their results are
not synthesised into a unified research model.

Case study methodology
The objective of our study is to extend our theoretical
understanding of the different ways RFID creates business
value, and to draw conclusions that support practitioners
in their evaluation of the technology’s business potential.
Because the nature of our research can be described
as explorative, we chose the case study method as a
qualitative research approach (Eisenhardt, 1989; Yin,
2003; Pare, 2004). This method allows the researcher
to investigate a contemporary phenomenon in its real-
world context and provides a way of collecting, organis-
ing, and analysing data to obtain comprehensive,
systematic, and in-depth information about the case.
Case study research is especially useful for early, explora-
tory investigations in which the phenomenon is not yet
completely understood and for which existing theory
seems insufficient (Benbasat et al., 1987; Meredith, 1998).
Our primary research question can be formulated as a
how question, which is also typical and appropriate for
qualitative case studies (Yin, 2003): How does RFID create
business value in a retail environment?

Because of the early stage of RFID adoption and the
small number of productive systems that can be regarded
as representative, we employed a ‘critical case sampling’
strategy (Patton, 2002). Accordingly, we were looking for
a case that is particularly information-rich and permits
generalisation and maximum application to other cases.
The Kaufhof project is suited to our needs because of the
exceptional scope of the project with regard to the
number of RFID-based functionalities, the integration of
the technology with existing information systems, and
the variety of affected business processes.

Our research question provides a well-defined focus for
the study and permits us to specify the kind of data to be
gathered. As is typical in case studies, data were collected
using a mixture of techniques (Yin, 2003). In the context
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of our study, data collection was conducted between
September 2007 and May 2009 in the following ways.

Workshops: We attended six 2- to 4-h meetings where
Kaufhof representatives from the IT and the logistics
group were present whom Metro Group had chosen to be
responsible for this specific project. Additional members
that participated in some of the meetings came from the
departments of controlling, marketing, and sales, as well
as from Metro’s internal IT service provider. During the
meetings, field notes were taken, and we were also
allowed to ask questions to bring greater clarity to our
treatment of the topics discussed.

Interviews: As a complement to the workshops, we
conducted semi-structured telephone interviews with
different members of the project team. The issues
discussed in these interviews mostly referred to the
current project status, details of in-store processes, the
functionality and internal structure of Kaufhof’s informa-
tion systems, and the team members’ perceptions
regarding RFID benefits. As with the workshops, the
respondents’ answers were independently documented
by two of the authors and subsequently merged.

Site visits: We conducted four site visits to the Kaufhof
store. The first one took place on the day of the official

Table 1 Overview of related works

Reference Industry context Methodology RFID value classification

Loebbecke (2007a) Retail � Case study —

Loebbecke (2007b) Retail � Case study � Lead time reduction

� Labour cost reduction

� Enhanced data quality

Moon & Ngai (2008) Retail � Interviews � Responsiveness

� Relatedness

� Refinement

Ngai et al. (2008a) Retail � Prototyping � Effectiveness

� Interviews � Efficiency

� Innovation

Sellitto et al. (2007) — � Literature review � Timeliness

� Currency

� Accuracy

� Completeness

Tajima (2007) — � Literature review � Increased supply chain efficiency

� Increased innovation capability

� Learning to adjust

� Learning to transform

Tzeng et al. (2008) Healthcare � Case study � Refinement of operational processes

� Extension of business boundaries and scope

Uhrich et al. (2008) Retail � Interviews � Cost saving

� Prototyping � Increasing revenues per customer

� Service quality

Wamba et al. (2008) Retail � Case study � Strategy

� Processes

� Information flow

� IT infrastructure

� Human and physical resources

Whitaker et al. (2007) — � Survey —

� Regression analysis
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opening of the trial in September 2007, with a guided tour
for Metro’s business partners and the press. The second and
the third visits were conducted by Kaufhof for us in
November 2007 and February 2008, respectively. These
gave us the opportunity to observe the entire process chain
of a department store, from goods receipt to the POS, and to
discuss various technological issues. The purpose of the
fourth visit in May 2008 was to observe Kaufhof’s trial with
RFID as an instrument for inventory-taking.

Project documentation: Furthermore, Kaufhof supplied us
with several project-related documents. These included
the specifications of the RFID infrastructure, process flow-
charts, survey data, presentations, floor layout plans, and
other graphical material.

RFID data: Another source for our study was the
company’s RFID repository encompassing the complete
data gathered by the infrastructure over one year. The
repository includes more than 13 million RFID events,
each characterised by a transponder ID, a reader ID, an
event type, and a timestamp. Furthermore, we had
access to the corresponding master data and sales data
from the same time period. This allowed us to conduct a
variety of analyses in addition to using the reports
generated by Kaufhof itself. The primary purpose was to
verify the information collected from the interviews
and documentation and to gain further insights into
the usefulness of RFID data for department store
management.

The heterogeneity of our sources gave us the opportu-
nity for data triangulation, which is necessary to check
and establish validity in qualitative studies. Specifically,
the availability of the original RFID data set proved
highly important in avoiding subjective influences in the
research process, a common disadvantage of studies
based on just participant observation.

Galeria Kaufhof’s Essen RFID project

Company background
Kaufhof Warenhaus AG is a subsidiary of Metro Group,
the fifth largest retailer worldwide (Deloitte, 2008), which
operates 126 department stores in Germany, 113 of them
under the brand name ‘Galeria Kaufhof’, and 15 in
Belgium. As one of Europe’s leading department store
chains, Galeria Kaufhof is visited by more than two
million customers each day and has a total sales floor of
1.5 million square metres. The company employs about
25,000 people and generated h3.6 billion in sales in 2007
(Kaufhof, 2009). Its assortment primarily consists of
international brands of middle to upper price level.

Kaufhof’s RFID activities date back to 2003, when it
started a collaboration with the fashion merchandise
manufacturer Gerry Weber (Loebbecke & Palmer, 2006a;
Loebbecke, 2007a). The main objective of this first project

was to examine to what extent RFID can contribute to the
acceleration and simplification of supply chain opera-
tions under real-world conditions (Metro, 2005). For this
purpose, logistical units and items were equipped with
RFID transponders by Gerry Weber’s logistical service
provider upon shipment to the Kaufhof DC. Both
partners conducted a series of feasibility tests along the
supply chain using dock door readers, smart shelves,
mobile readers for inventory-taking, and an RFID-enabled
check-out. The objective of the trial was to assess
achievable read rates and time-savings due to automatic
object identification, and to investigate the technology’s
suitability for replacing conventional Electronic Article
Surveillance (EAS) systems. The idea of utilising RFID to
realise novel customer applications and to change in-
store processes was also considered by the project team,
but these scenarios remained in the abstract and were not
part of the trial itself. Similarly, the integration of RFID
data sources was not implemented besides simple LAN
connections and the fact that one RFID reader was
plugged into the barcode scanner interface of a POS
terminal. As a result, the subsequent quantitative busi-
ness case analysis concentrated on time and labour cost
savings due to process automation at various points in
the supply chain. The use of RFID for EAS purposes
proved impractical at that time because of the limited
reading distances. However, Kaufhof’s overall evaluation
of the business potential offered by RFID, including the
many qualitative results gathered by the project team,
was nevertheless very positive.

This experience motivated Kaufhof to join the con-
sortium of ‘Building Radio Frequency Identification
Solutions for the Global Environment’ (BRIDGE), an
R&D project funded by the European Commission in
2006. The company’s main interest in BRIDGE was to
implement RFID in its own processes, to speed up RFID
adoption in the textile sector, and to share its experiences
with industry organisations and standardisation bodies.
As part of the project, Kaufhof implemented an RFID
infrastructure in the menswear department on the third
floor of its store in Essen, Germany, with a total of 2000
square metres in September 2007. Its main partner in this
trial was Gardeur AG, one of the leading German
manufacturers of brand garments, who operates a shop-
in-shop in the Galeria Kaufhof store. The differences in
terms of infrastructure and applications between the two
trials conducted in 2003 and 2007/08, respectively, are
highlighted in Table 2.

Project objectives
During the opening of the trial, various executives of
Metro and Kaufhof were present and sketched out their
ideas regarding the project’s objectives. Metro Group’s
Chief Information Officer stated that:

By using RFID with our Galeria Kaufhof sales brand, we are

giving customers a totally new kind of shopping experience

and are considerably improving customer service.
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Similarly, the CEO of Galeria Kaufhof described his
company’s intentions as being possible to pursue through
the implementation of RFID as follows:

Here in Essen, we will be able to do a live test of to what

extent our staff can be freed from non-value-adding

activities and, thus, gain additional time for direct customer

service. Moreover, we intend to learn more about our

customers’ experiences with the new technology via surveys

and studies. That is to say, we would like to test whether the

advantages that we can expect from RFID on the item level

are also feasible in practice.

An executive from Metro’s IT innovation unit added
another aspect by focussing on operational benefits
related to inventory management and in-store logistical
processes:

With this pilot, we demonstrate how a department store

fully equipped with RFID on the item level can work. The

business benefit to us as retailers is that an end-to-end RFID

infrastructure at the item level can fill the data void that

exists between products being received and products being

sold. We can now also see products in those steps in our

process chain that so far haven’t been illuminated by the

inventory management system.

Despite these predefined goals, the actualisation of the
project had the character of an ‘innovation-based

implementation’ (Peppard & Ward, 2005). As such, its
objective was not primarily to solve a single, clearly
identified business problem but, rather, to focus on the
capabilities of the technology first and then to consider
ways to exploit the resulting opportunities. For this
purpose, a workshop with members from different
organisational units was organised. The initial objectives
that all participants agreed on at the beginning were
increased stock availability, the identification of new
revenue sources, the optimisation of existing processes
and the creation of new ones, and the design of
additional management reports. During the course of
the workshop, the potential of RFID was discussed from
three perspectives, as depicted in Table 3. Ideas regarding
how the value of RFID in addressing these issues could be
investigated were collected and roughly specified by the
workshop participants. Subsequently, these ideas were
grouped into three categories and refined as follows: (a)
continuous analyses of RFID event data, (b) field experi-
ments, and (c) surveys of customers and employees.

Infrastructure and supported processes
From a technological point of view, the trial is the first
worldwide that makes use of so-called ‘near-field UHF’
(Nikitin et al., 2007) transponders, which combine high
read rates for tags in the HF frequency band with the low
cost of standardised UHF tags. On the sales floor,

Table 2 Profiles of the Kaufhof RFID trials in 2003 and 2007/2008

2003 (5 months) 2007/08 (15 months)

Technology and standards Frequency Band HF Near-Field UHF

Air interface Philips I-Code (ISO 15693) EPC Gen 2

Numbering scheme SSCC, EAN + Gerry Weber ID EPC (SSCC, SGTIN)

Hardware/Software components No. of stationary readers o10 64 (incl. 208 antennae)

No. of mobile devices 2 10

No. of transponders B50000 B1500000

Central RFID data repository No Yes

Integration with Kaufhof IS No Yes

Reader locations DC Goods Receipt Yes (logistical unit) No

DC Goods Issue Yes (logistical unit) Yes (item and logistical unit)

Store Goods Receipt Yes (logistical unit) Yes (item and logistical unit)

Backroom storage No Yes (item)

Transit backroom/sales floor No Yes (item)

Fitting rooms No Yes (item)

Smart shelves Yes (item) Yes (item)

Magic mirror No Yes (item)

Check-out Yes (category) Yes (item)

Elevators No Yes (item)

Exits No Yes (item)

Escalators Yes (item) Yes (item)

Mobile devices Yes (item) Yes (item)

Customer applications Shelf displays No Yes

Magic mirror No Yes

Fitting room displays No Yes

Mobile sales advisory No Yes
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approximately 30,000 individual RFID-equipped apparel
items are constantly available. These are seamlessly
tracked at the item level on their way from the DC to
the POS. Furthermore, about 500 merchandise fixtures
are likewise tagged. In the menswear department, RFID
readers are installed at the escalators and elevators, on the
gateways between the sales floor and the backroom, at
the entry to the backroom storage area, on several
shelves, and in all 20 fitting rooms. In total, the

infrastructure includes 64 RFID readers and 208 antennas.
Some RFID readers are additionally equipped with photo-
electric barriers and motion detectors in order to
determine the direction of the flow of goods. A schematic
overview of the installation is given in Figure 1.

All products to be sold in the Essen menswear
department are shipped via the regional DC in the
nearby city of Neuss, where passive RFID tags are attached
on the clothing. With every movement of products

Table 3 Drivers and expected benefits of the Kaufhof project

Level Drivers Expected benefits

Strategy � Industry characteristics (e.g., wide product assortment,

short product life cycles, high seasonality)

� Reduction of cost pressure

� Vertically integrated competitors (e.g., Zara) � Better understanding of customer processes

� Increasingly complex customer behaviour � Faster response to demand changes

Operations � Efficiency gains in store logistics (e.g., commissioning,

storage, product display, replenishment)

� Reduced capital commitment

� Customer service improvement (e.g., sales advisory,

POS services, returns)

� Enhanced visibility of inventories and physical

processes

� Reduction of non-value-adding activities

Technology � Bulk identification � Time and cost savings

� Robustness � Increased data quality

� No line-of-sight restriction

� Substitution of EAS systems
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Figure 1 Floor layout at Galeria Kaufhof in Essen.
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captured by the readers, RFID events are generated and
stored in the company’s ‘EPC Information Service
(EPCIS)’ (EPCglobal, 2007), a repository for the collection
and sharing of RFID data. The system is installed in
parallel to the existing merchandise information system,
which has been developed and improved over the last
15–20 years, and supports store management and sales
floor processes. Every item arriving at the Essen store is
identified at the dock door, compared with the corre-
sponding EDI message on the delivery, and added to the
virtual store inventory. Readers at the entries, exits, and
checkout counters of the menswear department allow
Kaufhof to distinguish between backroom and sales
floor inventory. An extension of the merchandise IS
was developed that detects products that are not available
on the shelf even though they are in stock. This
information, in principle, enables the fully automatic
triggering of replenishments.

On top of these systems, four applications were
specifically designed for customer service:

� Smart shelves: Shelves in the Gardeur shop are equipped
with RFID readers and screens. The latter show the
current availability of items on these particular shelves.
Thus, customers looking for a specific item do not need
to check the entire shelf to know which sizes and
colours are available.

� Magic mirror: A large mirror with a built-in screen on

the sales floor offers product information. Customers

who approach this so-called ‘Magic Mirror’ with a

tagged item receive information about materials, care

instructions, available sizes, and colours.
� Smart monitor: RFID readers behind the walls recognise

the product codes of clothing that is brought into

the fitting rooms. A screen inside each fitting room at

the Gardeur shop displays additional information

on the product and other available sizes and colours.

Furthermore, depending on the set of detected items,

the system makes recommendations regarding alter-

native or complementary products.
� Mobile devices: In the case of customers looking for an

item in a different size or colour, handheld mobile

devices (‘MDE’) can be used to scan the item’s RFID tag.

Store employees can send a query to the RFID system

regarding the availability and location of other items

in the same category on the sales floor or in the

backroom. Furthermore, MDE devices are also used for

goods receipt and inventory-taking to accelerate the

process beyond what is possible when manually

counting each item using a mobile barcode reader.

All four applications run on a web application server
that retrieves RFID data from the EPCIS server as well as
the corresponding master data and inventory informa-
tion from the merchandise IS. Moreover, product-related
digital content (e.g., product images and descriptions), as
needed for recommender functionality, is provided
by the supplier. A summary of the entire infrastructure,

data flows between back-end systems, and supported
business processes is given in Figure 2.

Data analyses and experiments
The continuous collection of data by the RFID infra-
structure has allowed Kaufhof to conduct several analyses
of in-store processes that go beyond what is already being
done with the help of barcode-based sales and inventory
data. Analyses of RFID raw data stored in the EPCIS
repository alone do not provide much business value but
help the company to monitor the performance of their
data collection infrastructure and the quality of the data
generated. However, for the technology to be usable for
process-related analyses, the raw data have to undergo a
sequence of processing steps. On the one hand, filtering
mechanisms are used in order to derive aggregated and
cleansed information on business events in the store. On
the other hand, these events are enriched by master and
POS data, which provide the corresponding business
context. The following data sets are generated that way
(see Figure 3):

� Trace histories: An RFID trace history describes a
product’s lifecycle over time, starting from the label-
ling point in the DC and ending at checkout on the
sales floor. In order to generate trace histories, read
events associated with a tag ID are first aggregated
by reader location, sorted by their corresponding
time stamps, and then transformed into a linked list.
Trace histories are necessary for analyses in the area of
process execution and inventory management.

� Smart shelf inventories: Inventory data are generated
from smart shelf reads that allow for tracking inven-
tory changes over time. Besides the detection of ‘out of
shelf’ situations, these data allow for the identification
of misplaced merchandise.

� Try-ons: For the generation of try-on data, the fitting
room reads are first aggregated over time and then
filtered in order to remove items carried by passing
customers or employees, as well as items from nearby
merchandise fixtures. Try-ons allow for the analysis of
fitting room utilisation, and of complements and
substitutes that are tried on together.

� Merchandise performance: In order to investigate the
correlation between sales, try-ons, and inventory levels
on the sales floor, the previously described try-on
events are combined with POS data and the inventory
level at the time of the try-on. The attribution of fitting
room visits to a purchase poses a challenge because the
RFID installation does not allow for the identification
of customers. The resulting data allow for various
analyses of the attractiveness and performance of
individual items or entire categories.

An exemplary analysis using these aggregated data is
depicted in Figure 4. The figure provides an overview of
the sales floor, subdivided into shop-in-shops for differ-
ent article groups and brands. Just like sales items on
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the sales floor, each merchandise fixture and shop have a
unique identifier. Each item is assigned to a merchandise
fixture, and each fixture is assigned to its shop. Together
with the information on the previously described try-on
events, this information can be used in order to visualise
the ‘catchment areas’ of fitting rooms. In the example in
Figure 4, grey shading indicates the number of products
that were taken to one of the fitting rooms in the lower
right corner. The graphical visualisation helps the retailer
to optimise his sales floor layout and the positioning of
the fitting rooms, and gives indications about movement
patterns of customers. The results can also be used to
optimise product placements on the sales floor (e.g.,
complementary articles) or to influence customer shop-
ping paths.

From the combination of try-on and sales data,
additional opportunities arise to analyse merchandise
performance within product categories. The example
given in Figure 5 depicts the number of try-ons for a
given category during the opening hours of one day, the
number of sales events, and the ratio of the two values
(represented as bars). The data indicate that the ratio of
try-ons and sales events changes significantly over time.
In this case, the retailer could not profit proportionally
from the rush of interested visitors trying on articles
in the early evening times. The comparison of the try-on/
sales ratio at 3 pm with that at 5 pm shows that an
increase in try-ons by more than 100% does not translate
into a corresponding sales increase. A conceivable
explanation might be that insufficient staff is present
on the sales floor during these hours, resulting in lost

sales, especially for articles that require extensive custo-
mer counselling, such as suits.

In addition to employing process analyses, Kaufhof made
use of RFID to collect data from various experiments on the
sales floor. For example, inventory levels and product
presentation were periodically changed over several weeks
according to a predefined scheme to investigate the impact
that these factors have on try-ons and sales. In these cases,
RFID was not a facilitating technology but was rather a
sophisticated measurement instrument.

Evaluation and experiences
Because of the sheer size of the infrastructure alone,
implementing and operating an RFID system like the
one in Essen posed a new challenge to Metro and
Kaufhof despite their extensive experience with the
technology gathered in recent years. Some configuration
efforts were necessary in the first weeks to optimise the
quality of the collected data. After these issues were
properly addressed, Kaufhof’s evaluation of reliability
and performance throughout the entire 15 months of
the trial was very positive. RFID read rates at different
reader locations were virtually 100%, which was partly
due the physical characteristics of textiles, but also due
to the use of novel near-field UHF technology and other
state-of-the-art equipment. The only case of insufficient
read rates was observed at the checkout counter, which
could be attributed to the fact that RFID was installed in
parallel to conventional barcode readers with staff at
the POS having to activate the RFID reader device
manually.

EPCIS
data 

Master
data 

POS
data

Smart shelf inventories

Trace histories

Try-ons

• Front store / back store inventory
• Lead times
• Process cycles

• Misplaced merchandise
• Stockoutson the smart shelf
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Figure 3 Overview of RFID data analyses and performance metrics.
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Against the background of these results and low
transponder prices, the idea of using RFID as a substitute
for existing EAS systems was regarded as technologically
feasible. This application area was even regarded as a
major driver of any positive ROI calculation. However,
it was also evident that before any large-scale roll-outs
could realistically be planned, supply chain partners
would have to agree on appropriate standards. One of
Metro’s IT project managers noted that:

There are standardisation activities on an industry level to

recommend the use of standard near-field UHF transpon-

ders without additional modifications for EAS. If we had

such an RFID-based EAS solution, we would automatically

have about half of the business case done as well. This,

however, presumes that all suppliers adopt the technology.

The high level of detection accuracy also allowed
Kaufhof to test the applicability of RFID for inventory
management on the item level for the entire department.

On the one hand, readers between the backroom area and
the sales floor were used to monitor products moving
between the two areas in order to calculate estimates of
sales floor inventory, which was not possible with the
existing inventory management system. These estimates
were then validated using manual inspections and POS
data. The data indicate that backroom monitoring poses a
cost-efficient alternative to inventory monitoring using
smart shelves if precise information on item locations is
not required. Smart shelf readers, again, were used to
analyse the frequency and duration of product misplace-
ments. The results of both tests helped the retailer to
develop a better understanding of the performance of
in-store processes; they also showed that RFID provides
the necessary data quality for process transformation,
such that necessary tasks on the sales floor are auto-
matically triggered by real-time information.

With regard to the use of mobile devices, the 2007/
2008 trial was the first time that Kaufhof tested the
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performance of RFID in inventory-taking for an entire
assortment. For this purpose, all items in the menswear
department were recorded twice by barcode and RFID,
respectively. The results indicated time-savings of more
than 87% on average by the use RFID. The least
improvements were observed for slackly hanging textiles.
However, the advantages of RFID became evident the
more items were hanging on a particular merchandise
fixture. Items that had to be taken from the fixture and
items that required employees to additionally enter size
information also clearly showed the benefits of RFID. An
additional advantage of RFID was seen in the fact that
item-level identification prevents multiple reads of the
same EAN code, which poses a potential source of
inventory inaccuracies. However, with regard to the
future use of RFID in inventory-taking, one of Kaufhof’s
IT executives noted:

In its current form, RFID-based inventory taking seems not

yet ready for productive usage. This is not owing to the

technology itself. We have seen that RFID significantly

accelerates the entire process in our trials, despite read rates

slightly differing for different assortments. However, in

order for the technology to be allowed to replace the

traditional process, we would have to get an audit

certificate. The associated costs might be substantial and

perhaps render this application unfeasible from an econom-

ical perspective at this point in time.

By testing bulk identification at goods receipt and
inventory-taking, it was possible to show that RFID
allows for significant time-savings here as compared to
the barcode as well. In contrast, the benefits of RFID
at the POS were verifiable but nevertheless evaluated
as negligible due to the small number of items per
purchase.

In order to evaluate customer attitudes toward RFID-
based applications, Kaufhof conducted a survey among
250 customers (50% women, 50% younger than 40 years)
in May 2008. The three stationary applications (i.e., smart
shelves, magic mirror, and smart displays) were to a large
extent evaluated positively by customers, with smart
shelves displaying the best ratings. Fifty-six per cent of all
respondents regarded these items as constituting a great
improvement in their shopping experience. Smart dis-
plays were equally successful, with 49% recording very
positive answers. It was the detailed information on
product availability that was particularly appreciated.
Customers were also asked if they had perceived any
negative aspects of either application. This question was
answered in the negative by 83 and 79% of the
respondents, respectively. In the contrast, the magic
mirror was seen as an improvement by only 33%. As
some of the comments indicated, this can be attributed
to the limited usefulness of the information displayed
and the position of the display in the mirror area. Privacy
issues were not considered in the survey, but Kaufhof
informed their customers about the presence of RFID
readers and prepared their employees to answer specific
questions. Perhaps as a result, only three privacy-related
customer complaints were observed during the whole
trial period.

Kaufhof also conducted interviews with sales staff-
members who were asked to report on their experiences
with RFID. The respondents appreciated most of all
the use of the mobile devices for inventory-taking and
the search functionality, which allows them to easily
locate items on the sales floor. The interviews clearly
showed that the employees’ attitude towards RFID rose
and fell with the observability of its benefits in the
completion of everyday processes. Moreover, a number of
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suggestions for improvement were gathered – for exam-
ple, regarding the available search criteria.

The trial results that attracted the most interest came
from the examination of large amounts of RFID data and
the managerial implications thereof. The previously
described analyses provided a number of new insights
into store logistics and customer processes, for example,
the differences between try-ons and sales across cate-
gories, the flow of goods through the store, the utilisation
of fitting rooms, the frequency of execution errors,
and others. The director of Metro’s IT unit emphasised
the value of the data for supply chain coordination and
marketing:

In the case of applications in the textile domain, the vertical

integration of the value chain is crucial. The more store

brands a retailer distributes, the more quickly the advan-

tages of RFID can be realised. Another decisive factor will be

the fact that modern UHF transponders can be used for both

logistics and EAS solutions. [y] The increase in precise

information – be it about inventory levels or product

properties – offers many novel possibilities. [y] As soon as

such an infrastructure is in place, the marketing people in

charge will hardly be willing to miss the opportunities that

will arise.

On the other hand, it became clear that RFID data
would not always lead to unambiguous findings and that
the phase of interpreting and drawing conclusions from
RFID data would require more time. A major issue with
the processing of collected data was the quality of master
data to which RFID codes refer. For some products, only
category-level information was available; for others,
suppliers were using only one common EAN code for all
available sizes.

Another issue arose from the discussion regarding
the value of management-related information. The
need to continuously analyse and aggregate data
collected by the RFID infrastructure as well as field
experiments and surveys into various reports was
intuitively affirmed by members of the project team.
However, a general answer regarding how to structure
and quantify the impacts of such information on
performance could not be provided. This was partly
attributed to the lack of appropriate performance
metrics. The performance of category managers, for
instance, is not reflected by any specific process metric
but is rather measured by the turnover generated
within the respective product category. A Kaufhof IT
executive stated the following:

Quantifying the value of such marketing-related informa-

tion from RFID systems is difficult. However, this is not

characteristic of RFID. We have often found in the past that

MIS projects are significantly harder to justify quantitatively

than operational systems.

A critical constraint on some types of analyses was seen
in German privacy and labour legislation. A Kaufhof
representative provided the following example of staff

performance measurements:

The analysis of items lying in the fitting rooms is a sensitive

issue. This information could principally be associated with

individual sales employees. Our work council would have to

agree on that explicitly. To avoid any confusion among our

staff, we excluded such applications from our project right

from the outset.

Another important lesson of the project was that some
of the results would not instantaneously be transferable
to other stores. Because of the small size of backroom
storage areas in Essen, for instance, the project team
realised that the potential for improving replenishment
processes was inevitably limited. This, nevertheless, is not
necessarily the case for other, larger branches that keep
substantial amounts of backroom inventory. The same
holds for the elimination of search time due to the small
size of the sales floor compared to that of other stores.

Discussion

Research implications
As our case description has shown, the Kaufhof trial
demonstrates a number of ways in which RFID may create
business value in a retail environment. From a research
perspective, the richness of the trial thus opens up the
opportunity to analyse the characteristics of different
RFID impact types within one case. For this purpose, it is
necessary to abstract from single pieces of empirical
evidence and develop a representation of the economical
rationale behind the Kaufhof trial on a conceptual level.
In the following, this is done by formulating theoretical
propositions (P1–9) regarding the causal linkage between
RFID and firm performance. In addition, as we point out
by the end of the subsection, this conceptual view also
allows for conclusions to be drawn regarding the profile of
RFID value, the transferability of observed impacts, and the
challenges to their quantification.

In order to structure our findings from the case, we
make use of two complementary frameworks known
from the IT value literature. On a macro level, we draw
upon the framework by Melville et al. (2004), which
encompasses internal and external factors on three
different levels: (a) the focal firm, (b) the competitive
environment, and (c) the firm’s macro-environment
(i.e., country characteristics). Within the focal firm, the
framework describes IT value generation as an interplay
of IT and other organisational resources that influence
the performance of business processes and, as a result,
that of organisational performance as a whole. To categorise
the different effects of RFID on business processes on a
micro-level, we use the IT impact framework by Mooney
et al. (1996). Based on Davenport’s (1993) classification of
operational processes (i.e., a firm’s value chain) and
management processes (i.e., information processing, con-
trol, coordination, and communication), the model posits
that IT creates business value along three dimensions and
leads to automational, informational, and transformational
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effects. The starting point for our analysis is the classifica-
tion of observed impacts and the corresponding metrics
that were considered by Kaufhof for quantification, as given
in Table 4.

P1. Automational effects on operational processes: The first
type of RFID impact that we observed is caused by
automational effects, which come into play in situations
in which data are already being captured. An example is
the receiving process, in which employees scan a
delivery’s ‘Serial Shipping Container Code (SSCC)’ to
confirm that they have carried out certain tasks as well as
the barcodes of individual items to check for complete-
ness. Here, the benefits of RFID can be explained by
process automation – that is, the process is accelerated
but not structurally changed. RFID may also lead to small
gains in data quality, but this is not the primary focus of
the application.

P2. Informational effects on operational processes: In
contrast, informational effects occur if RFID leads to
improvements related to at least one aspect of data
quality, which in turn will lead to an increase in value.
With the existing data-capturing technology, such
improvements would have been too costly to implement
to be economically feasible. Customer service provides an
example of an arena in which store employees have
access to more detailed information on the exact location
and the characteristics of individual items, which not
only reduces search times but also improves service
quality. Informational effects are not caused by RFID
alone but rather are fostered by additional tools that
build upon the corresponding data collection infrastruc-
ture. The implementation of these tools requires various
IT capabilities, which are simultaneously extended by the
possibilities opened up by RFID.

P3. Transformational effects on operational processes:
Third, we observed transformational effects, that is, an
increase in value resulting from the technology and a
simultaneous change in the process, which makes use of
the increase in data quality in a different and more
effective way. An example is the shelf replenishment
process. With barcode technology, it is very costly to
separate backroom inventory from sales floor inventory.
RFID allows Kaufhof to record the movement of products
between backroom and sales floor to continuously
control shelf inventory levels by reading the RFID tags
on the item level at low marginal cost. This can lead to a
complete elimination of manual reviews and their
replacement with system-triggered shelf replenishments,
hence yielding increased product availability and higher
sales. The success of process transformation, however,
depends on a company’s process capability – that is, its
capacity to effectively design, implement, and manage
business processes. At the same time, RFID extends these
capabilities by enabling new processes that were not
feasible before.

P4. Informational effects on management processes: The
implementation of RFID in the firm may help an
organisation to extend its information capabilities, which
in turn has an influence on the performance of manage-
ment processes via informational effects. The Kaufhof
case suggests that the effect of RFID with regard to
management processes can be mainly classified as
informational. On the one hand, RFID provides detailed
information on the reality of store process execution,
which can be used for continuous process improvement.
On the other hand, the data collection infrastructure
serves as a tool used to better understand aspects of
customer behaviour and perceptions of changes in a

Table 4 RFID impacts on business processes of a department store

Process type Impact type RFID applications Performance metrics

Operational Automational � Goods Issue and Receipt � Time

� Inventory-taking � Personnel costs

� Checkout � Detection rate

� Returns management

Informational � Smart shelves � Customer satisfaction/loyalty

� Magic mirror � Personnel costs

� Smart monitor � Revenue

� MDE

Transformational � Shelf replenishment � Personnel costs

� Misplacement prevention � Capital commitment

� Inventory service level

� Revenue

� Customer satisfaction/loyalty

Management Informational � Process management � Revenue

� Category management � Profitability

� Store layout design � Customer satisfaction/loyalty

� Purchasing/reordering

� HR planning
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store’s assortment, product presentation, or floor layout.
Thus, RFID may become a novel data source for manage-
ment processes like category management, store layout
design, and HR processes (e.g., staff planning). However,
complementary information capabilities are required to
translate RFID impacts on the level of management
processes into value.

P5. Information capabilities: The development of an
information capability enables learning feedback loops
and thus contributes to the enhancement of other
organisational capabilities. A special characteristic of an
information capability is that it is not independent
of other organisational capabilities but rather fosters
them. In the Kaufhof example, RFID not only serves as
an information feed that supports business processes
but also allows for the verification of correct process
execution. Thus, a learning feedback loop is created that
allows a company to continuously observe and improve
its process capabilities. The same holds for RFID-based
information offerings to consumers, where RFID serves
as both information source and instrument for investi-
gating the impact of information on consumer beha-
viour. The company may accordingly enhance its IT
capabilities if these data are used to improve the design
of IT artefacts.

P6. Substitutional effects: The substitution of one
technology by RFID in the firm may also lead to changes
that have an immediate and process-independent impact
on value metrics. In the Kaufhof case, it is the planned
substitution of proprietary EAS systems, with reusable
tags moving in a closed loop between manufacturer and
retailer, that is expected to lead to substantial cost
savings. These substitutional effects are not captured by
the process-focussed framework because they do not
relate to single processes or activities but rather have to
do with the RFID infrastructure as a whole. Notwith-
standing some supporting activities that would be
eliminated as well, such as the collection of tags at the
POS and their transport back to the suppliers, Kaufhof’s
core processes would remain untouched.

P7. RFID capabilities: The impact of RFID investments
is moderated by a distinct RFID capability, which is
different from other IT capabilities. The deployment of an
RFID infrastructure from the design stage to productive
use requires specific skills and knowledge of RFID
technology. Metro Group operates its own internal IT
service unit that has gained extensive experience with
RFID in recent years. Throughout the realisation of its
system in Essen, Kaufhof was nevertheless supported
by four different providers of hardware, software, and
consulting services. This indicates that the success of
RFID implementation projects depends on the presence
of an RFID-related capability that is not necessarily
congruent with other IT capabilities that already exist,
even within IT-intensive organisations.

P8. Contextual factors: Our case example provides
evidence of the role of influence factors external to the
firm that determine the outcome of an RFID project. The

first factor (i.e., trading partner resources) refers to a
supplier’s ability and willingness to provide high-quality
data on RFID tagged goods, as well as the capacity to
process data generated by the RFID system that is made
available by the retailer. In the Kaufhof case, for example,
the value of data on try-ons and sales is limited by a
supplier’s ability to quickly respond to sudden changes
in customer demand. The second factor (i.e., industry
characteristics) refers to characteristics such as the
structure of the supply chain, the number of product
variants, and the intensity of competition. One motiva-
tion for Kaufhof to consider the tagging of individual
sales items was the large number of variations in terms
of colours and sizes. This is in contrast to the standard in
grocery retail, where products are far less heterogeneous
and, accordingly, case-level tagging seems more appro-
priate. The third factor (i.e., country characteristics)
includes aspects like privacy and labour legislation,
demographics, and cultural issues, which may have an
impact on the design of an RFID system and its
acceptance by customers.

P9. Intermediate outcomes: The previously described
RFID impacts are reflected in a variety of outcomes that
are, in different ways, linked to firm performance. On the
one hand, the cost-saving effects of technology substitu-
tion are evident. In the case of operational processes,
these can also usually be quantified quite easily through
the associated time and cost savings, increases in service
level, increased capital commitment, and other elements.
This holds not only for automational effects but also for
transformational and informational effects, though the
exact size of the effect might be harder to determine
in advance. On the other hand, the Kaufhof case
suggests that RFID-based improvements in management
process performance become manifest in another way.
The tasks related to store layout design, category manage-
ment, or marketing, for instance, represent unstructured,
knowledge-intensive, and individual-bound activities
whose performance is hardly directly observable. Infor-
mational effects on management processes are therefore
only reflected in their indirect influences on operational
processes or firm performance as a whole. As a conse-
quence, the construction of the corresponding cause-
and-effect chain is not a trivial task and is heavily
influenced by subjective perceptions of RFID benefits.

In total, the nine propositions add up to a conceptual
model of RFID value as depicted in Figure 6 that
contributes to our understanding of RFID business value
in three respects. First, the model provides a profile of
the different ways RFID technology may create value in
an organisation. That is, it explains which impact types
can be expected from the use of RFID and which cannot.
The discussion around the use of RFID for the prevention
of stock-outs, which can be found in several articles in
trade journals and academic journals alike, poses an
example of why such categorisation is necessary and non-
trivial. A logical flaw that is often present in these
publications is caused by confusion regarding stock-outs
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on the store level and ‘out of shelf’ situations on the sales
floor. While the latter issue can be addressed by RFID
through the transformation of shelf replenishment
processes, the first is a sign of suboptimal reordering
practices on the store management level more than an
indication of a lack of inventory visibility. In fact, as
proposed by our model, the necessary management
process automation cannot be achieved by RFID but
instead requires the introduction of automatic reordering
systems.

Secondly, the model allows one to draw conclusions
regarding the transferability of observed impacts from

one organisation to another. This aspect refers to the role
of complementary organisational capabilities, which by
definition are significantly harder to copy or to substitute
for than any technological infrastructure. As a conse-
quence, RFID impacts that heavily depend on the
presence of such capabilities might not be realisable to
the same extent in two different companies. On the one
hand, a substitutional effect (e.g., the use of RFID for anti-
theft purposes) obviously poses an example of a class
of RFID benefits that is not substantially influenced by
firm-specific capabilities. The expected benefits would
accordingly depend only on the size of the respective

Intermediate Outcomes
(e.g., identification errors, lead times, personnel costs, service level, capital commitment)

Process
Capability

IT
Capability

Management 
Process 

Performance
Operational Process Performance

Firm Performance

Automational Effect Substitutional Effect

Informational EffectTransformational Effect

Focal firm

Competitive environment

Macro environment

Trading Partner Resources & Business Processes
(e.g., EDI integration, VMI processes, product-related
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(e.g., supply chain structure, demand
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demographical change, privacy valuation)

RFID Investment
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Figure 6 Conceptual model of RFID business value (black circles link model elements to practical lessons learned from the trial; cf.

subsection on managerial implications).
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installations. On the other hand, informational effects
on the management level depend on an organisation’s
or – even worse – an individual’s capacity to interpret
RFID-generated information and draw the right conclu-
sions from it. Benefits might diverge significantly because
the same information that proves extremely valuable to
one organisation may be worthless to another.

A third aspect that is closely related to the second
refers to the question of to what extent the impact of
RFID investments can be measured by objective perfor-
mance metrics. Simply put, it can be said that measure-
ments are more reliable when the corresponding metric
more closely relates to a single activity or cost factor.
Automational effects in the form of time-savings
observed in the goods receipt process, for instance, can
easily be translated into potential for cost reductions.
Quantifying the impact of process transformation on
the shelf replenishment process, for example, is already
harder because several other factors, such as seasonal
influences, changing assortments, and promotional
campaigns, have to be taken into account. As proposed
by our model, the impact on management process
performance, again, poses the greatest challenge in terms
of quantification because the only applicable metrics
today are highly aggregated financial and non-financial
measures on the firm level – for example, revenue and
customer satisfaction. From a research perspective, this
issue is perhaps the most important aspect of our case
with regard to opportunities for further research because
it directly points to one of the fundamental and largely
unresolved questions in the IT value literature: how can
organisations generate value from information?

Managerial implications
Beyond the academic perspective, the Kaufhof case also
provides a number of lessons relevant to management
practice. On the one hand, these include familiar factors
that have often been cited in traditional IS development,
such as top management support, training, etc., which
also apply to RFID implementation. On the other hand,
some lessons are distinctive and deserve more detailed
consideration (cf. Figure 6). In order to highlight the
novelty of these implications with regard to prior studies,
we contrast our findings with those from the earlier
trial conducted by Kaufhof in 2003. Loebbecke (2007a),
following a concept first suggested in Loebbecke &
Palmer (2006b), discusses the results of the 2003 trial in
terms of the so-called ‘5 P’s of RFID’: physics, price,
processes, performance, and privacy. In this subsection,
we highlight to what extent the 2007/2008 trial changed
or extended the company’s view of RFID using the five
categories. In a second step, we propose to complement
these categories using what we call the ‘4 I’s of integrated
RFID’: integration, interpretation, interoperability, and
involvement. These four additional categories allow us to
discuss further practical implications that can be drawn
specifically from our study of a fully integrated system.

L1. Physics: While the fundamental physical laws of RF
communications have not changed, of course, recent
technological advances nevertheless offer solutions to
some of the related issues that user companies have faced
in the past. As Kaufhof noticed in the 2007/2008 trial,
the problem of insufficient read rates still requires
some configuration efforts, but read rates of virtually
100% are possible by now even at chokepoints such in
the transition between backroom and sales floor, with
large amounts of tags passing through the RF field
simultaneously and differing angles between transpon-
ders and antennae. Another noteworthy difference from
the 2003 trial refers to the extended read range, which
now allows for using RFID as an alternative to existing
anti-theft systems. This achievement is a consequence
of Kaufhof’s decision in favour of another frequency
band. Considering the usage of HF technology for
item-level tagging and UHF technology for logistical
units, Loebbecke (2007a) finds that ‘no single frequency
fully suits the needs for both the distribution centre
applications and item-level in-store usage of RFID’. As we
have seen in the 2007/2008 trial, this statement no
longer holds with the introduction of near-field UHF
transponders, which combine conventional UHF micro-
chips with a novel antenna design, thus allowing for
larger reading distances while achieving the high detec-
tion rates seen with HF technology.

L2. Price: According to Loebbecke (2007a), per unit
prices for disposable transponders in 2003 were h0.30 and
h0.50 including anti-theft functionality. Owing to the
decrease in price in recent years, the cost for near-field
UHF transponder inlays, which can be integrated into
existing barcode labels attached to the merchandise,
reached a low of about h0.07 in 2007. Despite this
substantial drop in price level, transponder costs are still
the dominant factor in ROI calculations regarding
supply-chain-wide RFID implementation (i.e., in contrast
to use of closed-loop systems). However, according to
Kaufhof’s view, current transponder prices have decreased
enough to make RFID-based EAS solutions economically
feasible, particularly under the precondition that anti-
theft functionality resides in the software and not on
the tag. Although these systems alone do not constitute
the one and only ‘killer application’ that justifies the
replacement of existing technology, they might, on
the long run, become the hoped-for driver of widespread
diffusion of item-level RFID in the industry that other
applications can build upon.

L3. Processes: In their first trial in 2003, ‘Kaufhof only
tested basic functions and potential service offerings’
(Loebbecke & Palmer, 2006a). The focus of the project
was verifying the performance of state-of-the-art technol-
ogy rather than changing store processes. This was not
done until the 2007/2008 trial, when the company really
implemented RFID-based processes. The comparison
of barcode-based and RFID-based inventory-taking, for
example, provided insight into the factors that eventually
determine the size of operational improvements, for
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example, product type, position of the RFID label, and
merchandise fixture, among others. On the one hand,
it was shown that RFID can accelerate the process
significantly for the whole assortment because employees
do not have to take clothes from the shelves anymore in
order to look for barcode labels. On the other hand, it
became evident that additional activities would be
necessary in order to ensure that all items are equipped
with transponders to prevent them from remaining
undetected. Furthermore, the 2007/2008 trial was the
first time that Kaufhof implemented RFID-based mobile
applications to support their sales staff. In particular,
all search-related functionalities provided by these
devices were highly appreciated and led to a reduction
in non-value-adding activities. RFID was thus used not
only used as a cost-saving but also as a service-enhancing
technology. Third, Kaufhof examined how to utilise
RFID as a measurement instrument that generates more
detailed information on in-store processes. The lesson
that the company learned was that the reality of process
execution in retail is often not entirely known unless
an automatic data collection technology provides the
necessary data. RFID may serve as a tool to detect existing
inefficiencies and to continuously control the effective-
ness of countermeasures.

L4. Performance: The benefits of RFID were assessed
in the 2003 trial using three indicators: lead times, labour
cost reduction, and data quality (Loebbecke, 2007a). In
the 2007/2008 trial, the same metrics were applied to
examine the size of automational effects on operational
processes. However, RFID was also used to generate
several novel performance measures for operational
processes, such as misplacement frequency and on-shelf
service level, as well as detailed product histories for
single items and whole categories. In addition, it was
shown that the combination of RFID and POS data can
be used not only to monitor but also to control activities
on the sales floor – for example, by triggering shelf
replenishments. In contrast, the Kaufhof case simulta-
neously highlights the difficulty of measuring perfor-
mance changes due to informational effects. The
performance of category management, store layout
design, or marketing, for example, depends on a variety
of factors including individual decision-making capabil-
ities. The impact of RFID on these tasks is only indirectly
observable through the improvement of operational
processes or firm-level metrics. Similarly, the exact
influence of consumer applications on the sales floor
in terms of customer loyalty and purchase frequency
might only be reflected in non-financial indicators.
Hence, companies planning to use RFID for such
purposes must be aware of the difficulties involved in
expressing the full benefits of RFID in cash terms.

L5. Privacy: At the time of the 2003 trial, privacy risks
and the actions of pressure groups had just become a
major issue in the U.S. and Europe. The fear among
many observers was that retailers might link customer
information to products for profiling or tracking even

after purchase. A number of boycott campaigns on the
Internet, protests against individual trials, and negative
press reports affected Metro and other companies
worldwide. In 2003, transponders were routinely cut
off at the checkout counter in order to address the
potential privacy concerns of Kaufhof customers. In
2007/2008, Kaufhof decided to inform customers
proactively by indicating the presence of readers with
the help of highly visible adhesive labels, logos and
instructions printed on transponder labels, as well as with
freely available information brochures. Transponders
were only removed from the products on request to
allow for the identification of returned items. The
company nevertheless experienced virtually no negative
reactions during the whole trial period. Whether this
is a consequence of their open communications policy or
the consumers’ perception of RFID benefits cannot be
ascertained for certain at this point in time. Another
conceivable explanation could be that the privacy debate
in recent years, despite its presentation in the media,
never really resonated with the broader public. However,
the implementation of integrated RFID systems might
trigger a second wave of anti-RFID activities and
re-intensify the discussion around privacy risks.

L6. Integration: Beyond the optimisation of operational
processes, our case illustrates the benefit of RFID as an
integrated data collection infrastructure whose whole
exceeds the sum exceeds of its parts. The conclusions
that might be drawn from such data have often been
presumed – for example, by Loebbecke (2007a), who
illustrates the idea using the following fictitious example
of an intelligent clothes rack: ‘If a customer put a blouse
back on the clothes rack after five seconds, she might
not like the material. If five minutes went by, it is likely
that the customer tried on the article’. However, the trial
conducted in 2007/2008 was the first time that a retailer
really explored the opportunities involved with the use of
the technology. As our case study has shown, the data
quality and level of detail provided by RFID allow for the
generation of a plethora of different analyses of product
histories, in-store logistics, customer behaviour, and
merchandise performance, among others. Some support
and refine what has already been determined from
existing data, whereas others point to new and previously
unobserved phenomena. Furthermore, the same data
can be used to implement novel consumer applications
and to support sales processes, such as the search for
products that meet specific criteria. In light of the
manifold possibilities regarding how to make use of
the gathered information, a future challenge for retailers
will eventually be to develop capabilities that allow them
to turn these options into competitive advantage.

L7. Interpretation: Another lesson from the Kaufhof
project is that RFID data in themselves provide little value
if they are not integrated with other operational systems
to link tag IDs to product information and business events.
The output generated by RFID reading devices should
not be mistaken for meaningful business information;
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it requires further filtering and enrichment before
any interpretation makes sense. Regarding the use of
the enriched data, Loebbecke & Palmer (2006a) speculate
that ‘finer granularity allows individual retail outlets to
not only know they have red shirts in stock, but the
sizes as well’. However, the 2007/2008 trial has shown
that despite the high granularity made possible by item-
level tagging, its value does not exceed that of the
barcode if the corresponding master data in existing
information systems do not include the same level of
detail. As we have seen in the data provided by Kaufhof,
some suppliers, for instance, do not use different EAN
codes for different sizes of products. In addition, no
standardised colour codes are in place in the industry
so far. The master data linked to EPC events included
more than 900 codes, representing variants such as ‘deep
blue’, ‘midnight blue’, and ‘navy’, as well as vague terms
such as ‘mud’. Hence, insights regarding the colour and
size of products in stock as mentioned are only partially
feasible. Improving master data quality will be a complex
issue for retailers as long as their own procurement
managers and suppliers do not see the benefits. This issue
might change with the collaborative use of RFID data
throughout the supply chain and the growing popularity
of master data pools like SINFOS in Germany, but there is
still a long way to go before these practices are established
in the industry.

L8. Interoperability: In 2003, no relevant RFID standards
aside from the ISO 15693 air interface standard were
available (Loebbecke & Huyskens, 2008). In particular,
there were no interface standards for the implementation
of systems that integrate all hardware components into
one data repository and with other systems. The lack of
common numbering schemes for RFID-equipped items
rendered the management of an entire store assortment
on the item level nearly impossible. As a result, the 2003
trial was limited to products from only one supplier. Even
today, RFID is still far from being a plug-and-play
technology and requires substantial efforts with regard
to configuration and adaptation to a company’s require-
ments, as is necessary to achieve the desired level of
performance and quality of data. However, it was not
least of all the rise of the family of standards around
the Electronic Product Code (EPC) that actually enabled
the creation of Kaufhof’s infrastructure. On the one hand,
standards increase the interoperability of single compo-
nents. As a result, the need to possess extensive RFID
knowledge to effectively cope with issues like RF inter-
ferences becomes less critical. On the other hand,
standards lead to interoperable systems in and between
organisations, which may lead to additional benefits in
the future. Therefore, even companies that intend to start
with isolated RFID artefacts should pursue an infrastruc-
ture-centred approach based on widely accepted industry
standards.

L9. Involvement: The Kaufhof case also demonstrates
the necessity of involving members of different organisa-
tional units as well as suppliers in the project. In their

survey of employees, for instance, Kaufhof gathered a
number of valuable suggestions for improving the
functionality of mobile devices. An interesting statement
made by one employee, for example, was that mobile
applications perhaps should not be used in front of the
customer because the dependency on an electronic
device could be regarded as a sign of incompetence.
Applications should therefore be designed together with
prospective users to achieve a good fit with their
individual needs. Similarly, companies should be aware
that the mere availability of data does not imply easy
interpretation from a business perspective. It is therefore
crucial to cultivate a project team that includes other
individuals besides technology experts. Moreover, the
Kaufhof project shows the need for tight collaboration
between retailers and suppliers with regard to RFID event
data, master data, and other product-related digital
content. During our visits, for instance, we were able to
observe some smart displays giving recommendations
regarding Gardeur products that were not available at the
Essen store. This indicates that the content provided by
the supplier was insufficiently adapted to the physical
assortment at the particular store. Not least, the desirable
level of cooperation with suppliers presumes that the
retailer is willing to share data, too.

Summary and outlook
This article presented a study of a large-scale RFID trial
that goes beyond what has been done in earlier projects
in several respects, including the technologies and
standards used, the applications implemented, and the
level of integration with other systems. It is this aspect of
data integration and usage that distinguishes our study
from prior cases in retail. The richness of the case (i.e., the
heterogeneity of the RFID applications and supported
processes) allowed us to compare the different cause-and-
effect chains between RFID investments and their impact
on firm performance. Based on two existing frameworks
from the IT value literature, we developed a conceptual
model that reflects the economical rationale behind the
trial and allowed us to discuss the observed RFID impacts,
the difficulty in assessing their value using objective
performance measures, and the role of complementary
and contextual factors. Furthermore, the special role of
the company under consideration as one of the first
protagonists of the RFID movement allowed us to
compare this trial to an earlier project conducted about
5 years ago. We compared the lessons learned from our
case to those documented in the two prior works. The
results illustrate the impact of technological advances
and standardisation efforts in recent years on managerial
perceptions of RFID business value and allow for the
derivation of a number of useful implications for
practice.

Starting from this contribution, we see opportunities
for further research in various directions. While the main
advantage of case research lies in the production of
in-depth examinations of socio-economic phenomena,
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the external generalisability of the findings is limited
for the very same reason. We considered a project of an
early adopter that already possesses extensive experience
with RFID and that is affiliated with one specific industry.
Objectives and conditions in other companies might
differ significantly and result in diverging evaluations
of the technology. Low demand rates, high-value items,
a wide product variety, and a strong need for customer
service, for example, are among the typical characteristics
of apparel retail and drove the tagging of products on the
item level in the Kaufhof case. In contrast, these factors
hardly apply, for example, to grocery retail, which
accordingly seems more suited to case-level RFID.
With all this in mind, it seems that the validity of our
research would benefit from insights obtained from
additional cases that confirm, extend or disprove our
conclusions.

A second opportunity lies in longitudinal studies of the
competitive advantage that might be drawn from RFID
data. Although our collected data span more than a year,
we were unable to fully examine the long-term impacts of
RFID implementation. ‘Soft’ impacts, such an increase in
customer satisfaction, were highlighted via surveys; how-
ever, the extent to which these will also be reflected in
higher transaction frequencies, increased revenues, and an

overall increase in profitability in the coming years remains
to be seen. For this purpose, it will be necessary to conduct
quantitative studies using larger samples at a later stage in
the RFID adoption process. These would also provide
further insight into the importance of organisational
capabilities to the value creation process and the develop-
ment of competitive advantage.

Finally, we encourage further research on sophisticated
models and tools that support the decision-maker in the
design of RFID systems and processes. A number of
spreadsheet-based planning tools for RFID projects were
developed by academia and various industries in recent
years. However, more advanced analytical and simulation
models will be needed to fully capture the complexity of
the transformational effects. Another promising oppor-
tunity for research lies in the area of filtering, analysis,
and visualisation techniques for large amounts of RFID
event data.
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